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HOME!
Your home is important, not only because

it’s a major financial investment but also

because it’s the place where your family

gathers to share wonderful moments
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bring you this edition of HomeStyle, your

source for up-to-date home-improvement

information and creative decorating ideas

that truly make your house a home.

Home is where the chalk is. The Every Room
Accessory: Chalk-board surfaces can liven up any
room – a modern kitchen, a child’s bedroom, even 
a home office. A little creativity goes a long way.



BY MARY K. FONS
CTW FEATURES

A
s people pay high prices
at the gas pump and
grocery store, home
trends are showing a
return to do-it-yourself

style. Re-upholstering furniture and
creating handmade accessories is en
vogue, with some amateur decora-
tors dabbling in affordable and easy-
to-use chalkboard and dry-erase sur-
faces at home to create an ever-
changing, personalized DIY touch.

“Today’s consumer is so busy with
work, family and other activities,
that she’s desperately looking for
easy ways to organize and stream-
line her life,” says Michelle
Neuhauser, craft and décor product
manager at Krylon. “What could be
easier than a spray-on chalkboard,
applied exactly where you want it, to
keep track of everyday details? “It’s
also an easy way for families to com-
municate with each other as they

come and go to different activities.”
The desire to personalize one’s envi-
ronment is another key reason dif-
ferent chalkboard incarnations have
made the jump from the classroom
to the living room. “[Chalkboards]
are reminiscent of older days, of
schoolhouses, of Americana,”
explains Hannah Milman, the senior
vice president, editorial director for
crafts at Martha Stewart Living
Omnimedia. “There’s a friendliness
to them. Plus they’re useful.”
Dedicating a spot in the home as a
handwriting safe haven is a quick,
creative way to customize your envi-
ronment. Milman also points out the
eco-angle of chalkboards – using

them for lists and regular notes cuts
back on paper waste.

Home Is Where the Chalk Is
The most popular way to incorpo-
rate a writeable surface at home is
to create an expanse of chalkboard
(usually around 4 feet x 4 feet) in
the hallway or kitchen. The area can
be near the pantry or on a cupboard
door to write down grocery items as
needed, next to the phone to jot
down important messages, near the
door to write quick “back in 10
minutes” notes, or even in the kids’
room for endless, non-permanent
doodling. This treatment can help
define an area of a home, creating a
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Chalk it up to creativity –
rediscover your home via
this schoolhouse secret

The Every Room Accessory: Chalkboard surfaces can liven up any room – a modern kitchen, a child’s

bedroom, even a home office. A little creativity goes a long way.
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conversation and encouraging peo-
ple to interact, Milman says.

While these surfaces aren’t meant
for high art, artist Lori Richter of
Freeport, Ill., found a great use for
the homemade chalkboard in her
studio, which, she notes, doubles as
her home most of the time. “It’s an
easy way for me to plan my produc-
tion schedule and keep track of
things, especially when I’m firing
both kilns,” she says. “I have one
[chalkboard area] by each kiln and
another by my workbench for mak-
ing quick notes to myself – which
glazes need mixing/topping off; how
many of what pieces I’m in need of
for which galleries or shops; ideas
that need to be jotted down right
away before I lose them. It’s much
kinder to the temper than hunting
for my notebook when it’s not
handy. I can see the ‘blackboards’
from anywhere in the studio.”

And the options for displaying
chalkboards throughout the home
are endless, as Milman points out.
You could hang small chalkboard

reproductions from
hooks with colorful
ribbon; paint labels of
any size or shape for
drawers, jars, boxes,
bottles, etc.; keep an
ongoing list of house
rules, important phone
numbers, chore sched-
ules, special days,
shopping items or
quick notes; decorate
the chalkboard area of
a child’s room by
incorporating store-
bought stencils,
painter’s tape or even
household items like
paper plates; or you
could just leave the
surface blank with a bowl of color-
ful chalk nearby to capture those
impulsive moments.

The Right Stuff
Making a chalkboard or dry-erase
surface is not as intimidating as it
may sound. Tak Coleman, with

Lowe’s Home Improvement paint
department, says the using chalk-
board paint is simple. “We’re selling
a lot these days and the customers
tell us how much they love it,”
Coleman says.  

“As in any painting project, prop-
er surface prep is the key to suc-
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cess,” says Neuhauser. “When work-
ing with wood, sand and smooth
with medium to fine grain sandpa-
per, then wipe clean with a tack
cloth to remove dust and spray with
primer. When working with metal,
remove loose rust with a wire brush,
sandpaper or chemical rust remover.
Remove oil with a degreaser or
denatured alcohol, then prime the
surface to protect against rust and
corrosion.” Chalkboard paint will
work on plastic surfaces, too, as
long as the surface is prepared
properly.

“When working with plastic, glass
or ceramic, lightly sand with fine
grain sandpaper so that surface will
not be slick – this allows paint to
adhere better,” says Neuhauser, who
also reminds decorators to wipe the
surface clean before applying the
paint. She also points out the first
rule for any paint application: “Read
and follow the instructions on the
can.”

Words, Words,
Everywhere Words
For those DIY decorators out there
who are wary about covering their
wall with slate or paint, there are
accessories that give the same effect
without the commitment. Reena
Kazmann is the director at Eco-
Artware, a gift store that features
eco-friendly gifts from recycled,
reused and natural materials by 27
different artists. A popular item on
the company’s Web site lately has
been a clock with no numbers and a
changeable blackboard surface.

“It’s a fun way to tell time,” says
Kazmann. “Friends have one in the
kitchen of their weekend cottage
and they write, ‘Welcome’ [and the
name of] whoever is visiting them,
much to the guest’s surprise. Some
people have contests to create out-
landish messages.” Kazmann
believes the popularity of the chalk-
board surface is just beginning.

“I think chalkboard is unique and
I am happy to see designers explor-
ing its possibilities. Due to the high
cost of gold and silver, I’m interest-
ed to see what less costly and more
easily available metals designers will
use to make jewelry. I see that more

people are taking matters into their
own hands these days, for a variety
of reasons: saving resources, saving
money, expressing individuality in a
world swimming in mass-produced
products, etc.”

Though the slate effect is the
more popular form of at-home writ-
ing surfaces, creating a dry-erase
surface is also an option. This
method often requires a second
step: An intense, full spectrum “cur-
ing light” is usually used to set and
cure the surface. If it sounds too
involved, ready-made dry-erase
home accessories will do the work
for you. Amana has recently intro-
duced its “Jot” refrigerator, the
entire front of which has a dry-erase
board surface. “This refrigerator is
both practical and novel,” says
Audrey Reed-Granger, an Amana
representative.

“Consumers use their fridge for
lots of things, not the least of which
is leaving notes for each other and
posting kids’ artwork. We took this
application and made it fit.” The
fridge, which was produced in col-
laboration with Crayola, is priced at
$549 and comes with markers and
an eraser. Reed-Granger says that
though the fridge is a top-mount

model with lots of room, some buy-
ers are putting it in the kids’ play-
room, as long as they’ve got the
space. “We’re having a hard time
fulfilling the demand right now,”
says Reed-Granger. “We get orders
constantly because it’s resonated so
well with the consumer base. I’m
thrilled – you don’t always get to
launch a product that captures
imagination like this one does.”

Ch-Ch-Changes
If the chalkboard trend passes, you
won’t be stuck with a dark green or
black expanse of chalk dust.
According to Neuhauser, writing
surfaces are as simple to erase as
yesterday’s to-do list. “When you’re
ready for a new look, it’s easy to
paint over chalkboard paint. Simply
paint over with a primer, and then
paint on your topcoat. Any time
you dramatically change colors, a
lighter color might require several
coats of paint to cover a darker sur-
face.”

Changing your mind about the
look and feel of the home is, in
fact, one of the beauties of DIY
style. When the redecorating itch
grabs you, just make sure you’ve
got chalk nearby when brainstorm-
ing. ■
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Clean Slate
By Melanie Wanzek

Worried that chalkboard paint might mess up the aes-
thetic of your home?

“Chalkboard paint … doesn’t clean up as pristine as
the manmade surface – there will be some residual
matter no matter how many times you wash it
because porosity of wall,” says interior designer Lisa
Ewing,Ewing Design Group,Chicago, Ill.“Whereas if
you have a chalkboard panel, the porosity doesn't
exist … I now know to let clients know that there is a
difference between a manmade chalkboard and
chalkboard paint. It is a matter of personal preference
whether they can live with some smearing and imper-
fect conditions or not.”Though Ewing used chalk-
board paint in her own home (see pictures), she says
chalkboard panels offer the same fun for those seek-
ing a spotless cleanup.

“In more formal houses,you’re going to see chalk-
boards framed in a frame,” she says.“You can also
use refrigerator panels or even kitchen cabinet doors
and still have the formality … It’s like lyrical graffiti.”

Ewing says she has put a chalkboard in almost every
kitchen she has designed in the past 10 years
because she is inspired by the fun and youthful feel-
ings the boards bring.“It encourages people to leave
a message and kids to color on the wall,” she says.
“It’s healthy – it reminds you of childhood,serves a lot
of purposes and brings back good memories.”
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knowledgeable staff are the best
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BY MELANIE WANZEK
CTW Features 

F
or some, crafting is more
than a hobby – it's a pas-
sion.

“If I don't make stuff for
awhile … when I do make

something, I get rejuvenated,” says
33-year-old Kristen Rask, owner of
Schmancy, a quirky toy store in
Seattle. “I get that energy and moti-
vation and start getting more and
more ideas – it's like an addicting
feeling. I don't have to sleep as
much, I have a lot more energy, it
gets really exciting.”

Rask says her love for do-it-your-
self crafts began back at a camp in
elementary school, making little
bracelets and selling them with
friends. But she didn't consider
crafting as a career option until later
– she began making custom rings
made with black elastic and vintage
buttons for Fancy, a jewelry store in
Seattle. Then, when a space opened
next door, Fancy owner Sally Brock
suggested Rask open her own store.

Rask began making urban vinyl
toys but soon wanted to incorporate
her love for crafting into the store,
too. She started her exploration in
plush, and Schmancy now includes
small, offbeat toys with names such
as Wee Ninja and Pocket Stache,
designed both by Rask and other
contributing artists. Pumped about
plush, Rask then created “Plush
You,” an annual show to feature
other plush artists from all over the
world. 

“After the first show I realized
that's the focus I wanted to have

just as much as the
urban vinyl, so now
that's what my store is
about,” Rask says.

The show brought offers to pub-
lish “Plush You!” (North Light
Books, 2008), a book featuring
designs from the show. She says she
loves to look through the pictures
and see the people's personalities
come out in their projects.

“I think a lot of people put too
much stress on finding a creative
outlet instead of letting it happen
organically,” Rask says. “But when

you find it, it's just something that
becomes a part of you, and there's no
way to not do it.” ■

West Coast DIY maven,
Kristen Rask, refines plush projects
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Kristen Rask suggests showing off your DIY

charm on the most popular door in the house

with these breakfast magnets, which is detailed

in her book “Plush You!” (North Light Books,

2008).“They're a really great beginner project

and very inexpensive.”

She’s 
Crafty
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424 N. 2nd St., Clinton, IA
563-321-4441

or visit us on the web at
www.bistateamericanhomes.com
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. . .WE’D LOVE TO SHOW YOU AROUND!

Bi-State American 
Homes, Inc.

DIY 101
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 Bertch kitchen and bath cabinets.
Famous for their quality craftsmanship  and

extra attention to detail, Bertch has a style and
finish to perfectly suit your individual taste.

“NOW’ at McKee and Son Lumber Co.

Visit our showroom today.

Ready to give it a try? “The do-it-yourself movement is so big
right now, so many different classes being offered,” says
Kristen Rask, DIY author and owner of Schmancy, a quirky
toy store in Seattle. “And you know making that plunge and
just signing up for a class is going to start your passion for it
for sure.” Here are Rask's top tips as you get started.

1. Make mistakes. You're going to make mistakes – don't freak
out about it, Rask says. When you do make mistakes, you're also
learning. “I've often gotten really annoyed when sewing something
and I make a mistake, but in end I realize learned a lot. The good
thing about doing stuff yourself is it doesn't have to be perfect.
Something you're making that's a part of you shouldn't be perfect.”

2. Don't get hung up in small details. “Have fun with it,” Rask
says. “If you feel like it's a chore, maybe you shouldn't be doing it.”

3. Build a community with people. “If you want to learn some-
thing, there are so many ways to start your own club, build your
own community and learn new crafts,” Rask says.

4. Don't be intimidated. Just get started and see what happens,
Rask says.

5. Make the time. “A lot of people want to do stuff but then sit and
watch TV or do the normal routine,” Rask says. “Even if you just
took an hour or so to work on something new, you'd be surprised.”
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BY CHUCK ROSS
CTW Features

I
s it a kitchen or a living room? That’s
the question homeowners face today
when it comes to planning the outdoor
space that used to be, simply, the back
yard. With furniture suitable for even

formal entertaining and upscale appliances,
including built-in refrigerators and wine
chillers, today’s patio can take on multiple
personalities. There’s one thing you can count
on, though, regardless of the design – the grill
will occupy center stage. 

Of course, many of today’s grills seem to be
having their own identity crises, looking like
they would be more at home in a high-end
restaurant than out in the elements. And with
their smoker boxes, electric rotisseries, high-
temperature searing stations and LED light-
ing, these models might require cooks to pur-
sue an advanced education to make the most
of their food-prep potential. But once mas-
tered, today’s grills create unlimited chances
to pursue the dream of an endless summer by
offering new cooking options that can be used
all year long.

talk 

’em 
something 

toGive 

Griller’s Delight: The latest high-tech grills offer everything under the setting sun –

smokers, searing stations, multiple burners, warming drawers, expandable storage

space and LED lighting.

Image courtesy of Weber about
Tricked-out grills and fusion cooking tables spice up this
summer’s backyard parties with meals to remember
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Sizzling Sales
As a result, homeowners can’t seem
to get enough outdoor cooking
equipment. The grill industry had yet
another record year last year, despite
the fact that 80 percent of U.S.
households already owned an out-
door grill or smoker, according to
the Hearth, Patio & Barbeque
Association. 

In fact, manufacturers shipped
more than 17 million grills last year,
according to the HPBA. Almost 60
percent of those grills use gas or
propane, with almost 40 percent
burning charcoal. Electric models
made up the small remaining differ-
ence. Many households now own mul-
tiple grills with specialized functions,
allowing adventurous cooks to go far
beyond the basic burgers and brats.

“A house may have a regular grill
and a smoker, too, for low-tempera-
ture cooking” says Leslie Wheeler,
HPBA’s communications director.
“That gives you more flexibility to
cook outdoors.”

And the proliferation of portable
grills means you can cook outdoors
in more places. For picnics, camping
and the ever-popular tailgating party,
new clamshell designs feature col-
lapsible legs for easier carrying.
Some charcoal models now even
come with “snuff-out” heat-proof
carrying cases, so you don’t have to
wait for hours to pack the grill away.

With new features being added
annually, it’s not surprising that fre-
quent turnover has become a fact of
life in the backyard cooking scene.
The latest HPBA survey found that
fickle outdoor chefs are holding onto
their grills an average of only two to
three years.

“People definitely are trading up,”
Wheeler says.

Shiny & New
And, these days, there’s a lot to
trade up to. Homeowners’ prefer-
ence for top-line cooking appliances
for their indoor kitchens has moved
outdoors, and big-ticket appliance
makers are following quickly. For
example, Viking Range Corp., the
manufacturer of commercial-quality
indoor-kitchen equipment, now
offers a full line of outdoor-kitchen

equipment, as well.
This includes a number
of tricked-out grills,
starting at $1,600 and
climbing to $6,000 and
higher, all in the same
stainless steel finish
you’ll find on the man-
ufacturer’s indoor
offerings.

Rotisserie motors
come standard on
Viking products, along
with those of many
other high-end makers.
And nighttime grillers
no longer have to do
that awkward flashlight
juggling act if they
choose one of the
many grills that now
include LED or halogen lighting.
Infrared “searing” burners also are
becoming common, even on less
expensive models, to seal in juices
and create restaurant-style char
marks. 

“Cooking on an infrared burner
takes a little practice, because it’s
very hot and very intense,” Wheeler
says. “But they’re wonderful,
because they cook the food so fast.”

Even mid-market mainstay Weber
has gotten into the high-end act with
its Summit line. Also clad in silvery
stainless steel, the Summit comes in
four- and six-burner models, topping
out at $2,500. The Summit S-670
features a center “sear station” that
reaches temperatures of up to 900
degrees Fahrenheit. And its spit-fork
rotisserie attachment can handle a
whole turkey or multiple chickens.

To tie grills into larger outdoor-liv-
ing designs, a number of manufac-
turers – Viking included – have
developed coordinating cabinet lines,
so homeowners can create complete
outdoor-kitchen suites.

“You can do 90-degree angles,
180-degree angles and islands,” says
Taylor Calhoun, the company’s prod-
uct manager for outdoor products.
“When you use our cabinets along
with our appliances, the sky’s the
limit.”

Homeowners with even bigger
budgets can eliminate the whole liv-
ing room/kitchen question entirely

with a custom-designed Korean-style
grill table. The “Tepan Grill” by West
Hollywood, Calif.-based designer
Troy Adams incorporates a tradition-
al tepanyaki grill into a low-slung
coffee/dining table. The grill uses
Lava charcoal that produces infrared
radiant heat to create a sizzling-hot
cooking surface. You won’t find this
cooking and entertaining centerpiece
at the local home-improvement
store, however - Adams custom cre-
ates and installs each unit at a cost
of approximately $15,000.

Tried & True
Despite the proliferation of ultra-
premium grills now on the market,
HPBA’s Wheeler says the biggest
percentage of grills sold now fall into
the $200 to $300 price range. And,
while gas grills remain the most pop-
ular design, charcoal grills appear to
be regaining popularity. According to
Weber’s 19th annual GrillWatch
Survey, 53 percent of grill owners
say they own a charcoal model, up
from 47 percent just three years ago.

This, of course, is great news to
Weber. Its classic kettle-shaped One-
Touch charcoal grill remains a top
seller, despite a design that has
remained unmodified for decades.

“The iconic kettle has not
changed,” says Ernie Boys, Weber’s
vice president of product manage-
ment. “It’s one of those things that,
if it’s not broke, you don’t fix it.” ■

Fusion Facelift: Give the summer nights a makeover with a melding

of indoor dining, outdoor cooking and Korean tradition.
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Room
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Grow
Help your child create a
bedroom that embraces
their individuality and
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BY MELANIE WANZEK
CTW Features

F
rom fire trucks to fairy
princesses, a child's room
is a perfect place to com-
bine practicality and per-
sonality.

“It's their little microcosm,” says
Judith Wilson, author of “Children's
Spaces: From Zero to Ten” (Ryland
Peters & Small, 2007). “Help them
make it their very own, a place where
they feel secure and safe.”

Wilson, who recently designed an
army-influenced bedroom for her 10-
year-old son, says it's important for
parents to choose a sensible layout,
practical furnishings and good stor-
age. Also, consider staying away
from themes since children's tastes
often change.

“Keep ideas loose – a seaside
mood, say, or an enchanted wood,”
Wilson says. “You might choose fab-
ric as an inspiration point – perhaps
a floral fabric with butterflies, which
will then prompt walls in a few key
colors and some large paper cut-out
butterflies on the walls.”

First stop: layout and color.
Wilson says it's helpful to divide the
room into a sleep zone, work zone
and play zone. Stray away from the
traditional blue or pink. Instead,
choose reasonably bright colors for
each, but not zingy – “the child will
never sleep!” she says. 

Next, make sure to provide plen-
ty of storage for toys, games and
personal treasures – it's vital to put
most toys away at night so the child
can sleep. “Toys come in all shapes
and sizes,” Wilson says. “Plan for
drawers, open shelves, shelves to
hold baskets, hooks, wardrobes and
more. You can never have enough
storage.”

Also consider adding special
touches to make the room unique.

“Children particularly appreciate
'fun' details … such as a rope ladder,
a platform bed or twinkly lights set
into the ceiling or wall,” Wilson says.

And remember:
Designing should be
fun for the whole
family.

“Plan a space you
will enjoy as much as
your child does,”
Wilson says. “The
possibilities are end-
less, and it's so much
fun decorating a
child's room.”

Here are a few
basic tips Wilson sug-
gests to help you get started:

• Choose furniture that will
“grow” with your child. “Classics
like a good chest of drawers will last
them until they leave home,” Wilson
says.

• Allow flexibility. “As children
grow they will want more input in
their bedroom,” she says. “Plan for
that by choosing basics like a plain
white blind and allowing for a pin-
board.”

• Make it peaceful. “Although

many kids play in the bedroom, it
should also be a soothing place to fall
asleep,” Wilson says.

• Make it personal. “Allow your
children, however little, to display
their treasures rather than worrying
about the look of the room,” Wilson
says. Provide at least one display
shelf, plus a pinboard for artwork.

• Light it up. Plan flexible light-
ing for overall illumination, task
lighting and even something fun,
such as a lava lamp. ■
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BY PATRICIA V. RIVERA
CTW Features

I
t can be one of the
most pleasant parts
of a daily routine,
those first few sec-
onds in the evening

when you slip into bed
between clean, comfortable
sheets. These days though,
finding sheets that suit
both your mood and your
desire for comfort can be a
bit challenging.

Why? More bedding
options in 2008 means
more decisions to make –
ranging from big and bold
satin prints to New
England-style natural cot-
ton to the more traditional
embroidered sheets that
please the eye when the
bed is made. 

“This year we’re continu-
ing to see a lot of browns,
but this time combined
with beiges and greens –
and lots of vivid colors for
the summer,” says Sue
Ticotin, owner of  linen
retailer Defining Elegance
LLC in Stanhope, N.J.

By the Numbers
The new trends in colors and fab-
rics are fantastic, but at the end of
the day, Cotton Incorporated’s
Lifestyle Monitor found that con-
sumers want comfort more than

anything else.
When asked about the most

important attribute they look for
when buying sheets for themselves,
consumers listed thread count and
texture at the top of their lists.

Thread count is the measure bed
linen makers use to ascertain the
quality of sheets. Simply defined,
the thread count is determined by
the number of threads that are
woven horizontally and vertically

e  tween the Sheets

Choice Luxuries: The fashion-inspired color palettes of fine Italian bedding meet organic, animal-print patterns

in the season’s newest offerings.

Snuggle up and hit the snooze button again. High-thread count luxury
linens, cozy cottons and the healing effects of copper are just a few of
the reasons not to get out of bed
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into one square inch of fabric. The
standard cotton sheet thread count
comes in at around 150, while
good-quality sheets start at 180.
The higher the thread count is, the
more luxurious the feel of a fabric.

You have to be careful, however,
when buying top-quality sheets –
according to the Federal Trade
Commission, some unscrupulous
manufacturers have grossly inflated
the number of threads per inch in
some of their products. 

Since most sheets come pre-
packaged, you can’t actually feel
the fabric before buying it, experts
suggest looking closely at them
and comparing them to those of
similar thread counts from differ-
ent manufacturers.

Generally, sheets with a high
thread count will look smoother
than those with lower counts. If
you hold up two sheets that are
labeled with the same thread
count, you should be able to tell if
one of them has fewer than adver-
tised.

Sheets with higher thread
counts are not only more comfort-
able, they are also more durable,
according to Consumer Reports.
Scientists found that cotton and
cotton-blend sheets with thread
counts of between 180 and 200
will stand up to normal wear and
tear and provide you with satisfac-
tory comfort. Industry specialists
recommend that you buy sheets
with at least a 400 thread count
for greater comfort.

Of course the higher the thread
count, the more expensive the
sheets, they note.  

Luxury sheet maker Sferra
Brothers has introduced a new line
of sheets made of super-fine yarn
called Giza 45 that is considered
by many to be among the finest
Egyptian cotton in the world.
These are not the sheets to take on
a camping trip – a queen-sized flat
sheet costs around $550. Sferra
Brothers also makes the Amante
collection, which features 1,020
threads per square inch. An

Amante king-sized sheet set runs
around $1,685. 

For those on a budget, Nautica
is rolling out three new sheet
series this year, including a 450-
count sheet line made from 100-
percent pima cotton that is accent-
ed with a rope motif. The new
series will come in white, navy,
ivory, silver gray, palm green, leaf
green, coriander, light blue, laven-
der, chocolate and china blue. A
queen-sized set will retail at about
$120. 

While cotton is a very popular
sheet fabric, many people enjoy
the cozy warmth of flannel or the
sensual smoothness of satin. 

The fall 2008 lineup for the
Ralph Lauren Home collection
Lauren includes an offering of silk
and satin mixed with tweed called
Adriana. It will feature a classic
floral print with a definite French
accent mixing matte and shine in
its fabrics. The sheets will have
450-thread-count cotton sateen at
$90 for the queen size; the top-of-
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bed cotton sateen print is $300 for
a queen-sized sheet.

Penny Murphy, owner of the
upscale Pioneer Linens in West
Palm Beach, Fla., says the
demand for linen is rising of late. 

“Now that people are into yoga
and other natural practices,
they’re finding that linen is a
good choice for rest,” she says.  

Fashion Forward 
Experts say that consumers
aren’t following specific trends or
designs when it comes to choos-
ing their linens. Instead, they
tend to follow the same style in
their bed linens that they do
when choosing clothes. 

In part that explains the
growth of lines made by popular
apparel icons. For instance,
Lacoste sells a new bed linen line
called Sunham Home Fashions
that caters to two groups: those
in the market for elegance and
luxurious fabrics with European
detailing, and those wanting live-
ly colors that they can mix and
match. Club sheets are $69.99
and Casual are $49.99.

Ralph Lauren is offering a new
collection this year known as
American Summer that is char-
acterized by a vibrant red, white
and blue color scheme. It is aims
to evoke “the charm of the quin-

tessential New England general
store in homespun fabrics and
luxurious cotton,” according to
company literature. 

Niche Bedding
There are a variety of bed linen
makers that specialize in what
could be called novelty sheets.

For example, bed linen manu-
facturer Springs developed a
Wamsutta Sleepology wrinkle-free
sheet that is treated to return
coolness during rest. Cupron Inc.
offers copper-infused bed sheets.
Jamie Ben David, Cupron’s e-
commerce division director, says
the Greensboro, N.C.-based
manufacturer’s pillow cases have
been proven to reduce the
appearance of wrinkles and
improve the overall appearance of
the skin.

“It’s because your face is in
contact with the copper all
night,” he says. 

Besides all the cosmetic pluses,
Cupron bed sheets use antimicro-
bial fabrics that fight odor-caus-
ing bacteria, Ben David adds.

Organic cotton is also becom-
ing more and more popular.
Nautica Naturals, new this year,
is a 510-count, 100-percent
organic cotton sheet that comes
in spa tones.  

Finishing Details
Finishes also make a difference.
Mercerized cotton has a sheen,
for example, while percale has a
silk-like feeling. Sateen is more
satiny while jersey is a knit, not a
weave, and flannel is made from
thick, cozy yarns.

Murphy says that, like a high-
quality men’s dress shirt, the
beauty is in the details. Home
Treasure’s Paris Collection, for
instance, features intricate
embroidered bands, bordered
with delicate hemstitching adorn-
ing 100 percent Egyptian cotton
percale sheeting. Prizes start at
$310 for a queen-sized fitted
sheet and $210 for flat sheet. 

“Sheets can be so full of detail
and style,” says Murphy. “Now
more than ever we have a
tremendous selection.” ■
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Ready. Set. Floors To Go!

Floors To Go of Clinton
2458 Camanche Avenue
Clinton, Iowa
Phone: 563-242-8551
Hours: 9-6 Mon.-Fri., 9-2 Sat.
www.floorstogo.comGet Ready To Go With...Floors To Go! We’re Ready To Go For You!

AREA’S LEADER
Floors To Go Is This

in Quality & Design

How Would You Design
Your Floor?

• Celebrating
11-Year Anniversary

• Installers with a combined
century of experience

• FREE Estimates

• Residential
& Commercial

• Custom-Designed Floors

• Unlimited Possibilities
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BY MARGARET LITTMAN
CTW Features

W
hen it comes to build-
ing, renovating or
redecorating green,
many issues are
murky. Trying to fig-

ure out what labels like “repurposed”
and “reused” really mean can be con-
fusing and time-consuming. But,

when it comes to recycled glass, the
answers are transparent.

It’s clear to see why architects,
designers and eco-conscious con-
sumers pick glass as their favorite
sustainable material. According to the
Solid Waste District of LaPorte
County, Ind., soft drink, beer, food,
wine and liquor containers comprise
the largest source of glass for recy-
cling. Unlike other materials that may
lose some quality after multiple uses,

glass is great over and over. It does
not deteriorate when reprocessed, so
it can be recycled again and again.
How much more green can you get?

Plus, when used on a surface, such
as a countertop, it is durable, mainte-
nance is minimal and it comes in
many colors. And these surfaces have
a built-in bonus - they’re non-absorp-
tive, so they don’t stain. Eco-icon Ed
Begley, Jr. even touts his Vetrazzo
kitchen countertops on his HGTV
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From tables to tumblers, recycled glass can transform your kitchen – and
the rest of your the home, inside and out

CountertopBeyond the 

Our Walk-In Showers Feature:
◗ Custom Sizing
◗ Matching Walls
◗ Cultured Marble or Granite
◗ Limited Seams for Easy Cleaning
◗ Handicapped Threshold Available
◗ Textured Non-Slip Surface

Custom Producers of 
Cast Polymer Products 
For Home and Business
2001 9th St., Fulton, IL • 815.589.4080

Available through your contractor, plumber or the following local businesses:
Brinkman’s in Fulton, Dave Fuller Kitchen & Bath in Clinton, 
Fullerton Lumber in Clinton, Hometown Kitchen & Bath in Clinton 
or Kitchen & Bath Inspirations in Clinton



series “Living with Ed.” 
Despite the fact that glass has

been recycled for commercial uses for
a century – think of that spaghetti
sauce jar in your pantry – recycled
glass is now the “it” material for resi-
dential designers.

And it isn’t just for countertops. It
is used in everything from tile back-
splashes and furniture and new glass-
ware to landscaping gravel and home
insulation. And, unlike some other
recycled products, recycled glass tile
tends to be comprised of 80 percent
to 100 percent recycled materials,
rather than a mere small fraction, so
it really is green. The only downsides
are that recycled glass tiles can cost
more than ceramic tiles and they can
scratch more easily.

Because of its weight, it can be
cost-prohibitive to ship glass, so if
you want a home décor item with a
touch of glass, you may want to look
for local artisans who are making
goods with glass in your area. That’s
how Sherri James started out. She
was carrying an armload of wine bot-
tles to the trash – her Ohio town
does not recycle green glass – when
she saw something over the rim of
the garbage can. 

“Suddenly I noticed the varied and
beautiful shapes, colors and sizes of
the wine bottles. I knew that I had to
work within the confines of the bot-
tle’s shape, not to melt them down
into a new product.
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traditional sideboards and puts a twist on tumblers

that plastic can’t replicate.



“I discovered the unique features
of each individual wine bottle, and
facilitated it becoming what it was
best suited to become: a tumbler, a
vase or part of a table.”

Through her business, Blue Moon
Bottles, based in Athens, Ohio, James
makes vases and tumblers as well as
tables and even glass block for build-
ing. In addition to repurposing her
own green glass, James began collect-
ing from local restaurants and set up
a recycling center at her home for
area residents. She takes the glass
that she can’t use in her projects to a
nearby town for recycling.

Brands like Los Angeles-based
Artecnica also use recycled glass in
its tranSglass line of vases, candle-
holders and glasses. These pieces,
which are available nationwide, have
a more modern look than many
expect from recycled products, and
are part of the MoMA New York’s
collection.

Business partners Jennifer Pearson
and Courtney King were also moti-
vated to create handsome home

goods by the fact that their local
community didn’t recycle glass. The
glass was going to the local landfill,
but because Pearson’s husband is an
architect, she knew there was a
demand for products that used recy-
cled glass.

The two bought a kiln and founded
Glass Roots, a Bozeman, Mont.,
company that now turns post-con-
sumer glass bottles into countertops
and architectural tiles, lighting fix-
tures and landscaping materials. The
team has a solar-powered manufac-
turing process and a partnership with
Yellowstone National Park’s recycling
program, so that the glass bottles that
are discarded in the park become
Glass Roots’ raw materials.

The team can make one 6-by-6-
inch tile out of the equivalent of one
wine bottle; the tiles are sold through
specialty home décor stores.

“My husband is our best critic,”
adds Glass Roots’ Pearson of his
architect’s eye. “Whatever we make
has to first and foremost be beautiful.
You need to be proud to have it in

your home, and not just because it is
green.”

One of the beauties of glass,
though, is that it is so versatile that it
doesn’t need to be recrafted by an
artist in order to be both aesthetically
pleasing and functional. Arizona’s
The Garden of Glass is one of a num-
ber of businesses across the country
that sells glass aggregate, sea glass
and other small, colored recycled
pieces of glass   – tumbled to reduce
the sharp edges – so the pieces can
be used as a landscape product in
lieu of mulch or paving for a driveway
or walkway.

Another outdoor option is
IceStone Pavers, Brooklyn, N.Y.,
made from 100-percent recycled
glass. In fact, they are actually made
from the broken pieces and overruns
from IceStone’s kitchen and bath
countertop manufacturing, so when
you buy these pavers, you’re cutting
down on industrial waste as well.
These are the only “Cradle-to-Cradle”
certified pavers available as part of a
Zero Waste program. ■
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BY KATE SULLIVAN
CTW Features

he faucet is a statement piece,” says
Kohler Co. interior designer Eric
Moore. Many immediately think tub or
toilet when it comes to bathroom
standouts, but a single faucet selection
can shape the entire space. With
today’s designs taking a sophisticated
turn, it’s
easy to see
why the

faucet is fast becoming the most
popular piece.

Born from the boom of boutique
hotels that value beautifully detailed
living spaces more than motel
mode, Kate Townsend, the senior
market editor for Domino maga-
zine, points out that, “People realize
they can bring this luxury into their
own home.” Meanwhile, Christina
MacDonald of DRS & Associates,
who represents more than a dozen
kitchen and bath designers and
showrooms, credits a more econom-
ical angle. “The more money put
into a bathroom, the higher the
resale value of the home.” Whether
sought by the avid traveler or the
savvy investor, the traditional faucet
is enjoying a fancy upgrade.

Not all bathrooms are created
equally. The spout in the powder
room has different appeal than in
the master bath. “With the powder
room you can make a big statement
in a small space and also leave a
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Today's bathrooms distinguish luxury with details,
from heated floors to water-paneled showers. But
one fixture has really made a splash – it’s time to
turn on the faucet

A Sophisticated Spin 
on the Spout

High Style: Swarovski crystals, Bernardaud porcelain, Lalique
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lasting impression with guests,” says
Patti LaPorte brand manager of
Moen’s upscale Showhouse line. Not
all guests will experience the shower,
but they will use the faucet. Start
thinking luxurious home feel without
all extra square footage. 

But in the master bath, a stylish
sport is more than just a conversation
starter. “When it comes to the mas-
terbath, it’s not about showing off,
it’s about having a place that makes
you feel special,” LaPorte says. When
polling women in cities like Los
Angles, Chicago and New York,
LaPorte’s team found that, “It’s about
what you need to feel complete, pret-
ty and luxurious at the end of the
day.” The only one to impress in this
space is you. For the public viewing
or private showing, here’s how to
pick the faucet to suit your fancy. 

Before heading out to choose this
bathroom centerpiece, focus your
faucet choice around three charac-
teristics – spray, style and finish.

Pressure Points
“Faucets have two different types of
sprays – aerated flow or laminar
flow,” LaPorte says. If a steady,
more forceful feel appeals to you,
opt for the aerated, a process that
infuses air flow into the stream. But
LaPorte notes that many people
prefer the laminar flow because it
doesn’t have added air pressure.
“It’s smoother and feels like your

hands are under a waterfall.” Calm
your worries of weak water pressure,
this natural spring-like stream does-
n’t mean less force to rinse the suds.

“It’s the same amount of water, just
a more luxurious feel,” LaPorte says. 

Style Sense
The faucet finally gets some face

time in the eyes of designers. THG
brings the lifestyle of the rich and
famous to the masses. Catering to
those who crave an opulent lifestyle,
THG combines Bernardaud porce-
lain with their water flow technology.
From the classic Capucine butterfly
pattern to a black and gold Marquis
style, the bathroom channels a
museum quality – guests feel like
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To each his own: Single-control spouts at any given

height might hit the spot for a minimalist, while deli-

cate butterfly details can’t help but steal the show in

any given setting.
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kings and queens in your Versaille-
like loo. Favor something more
flashy?

It’s blacktie bathroom when THG
and interior designer Jamie Drake
don the under-dressed faucet with
Lalique jewels and baubles. Rohl
gets cozy with Swarovski, adorning
their handles with the famous chrys-
tals. But you need not go gaudy for
great effects. For Townsend, “simply
changing out the handles from a
lever to a cross handle can jazz up
your entire sink.” The bathroom
moves from functional to main
attraction. LaPorte adds, “You can
design an entire room around your
faucet.”

Big Finish
The most talked about trend when it
comes to your bathroom sink lies in
the final touch. No longer settling
for the builder’s choice, homeown-
ers discover that a simple finish
switch upgrades the impression
instantly. Both Moore and
Townsend see that brushed nickel is
the ‘of the moment’ popular pick.
“Many homes just come with
chrome or brass fixtures. People can
upgrade from chrome to polished
nickel or take brass and switch to a
weathered bronze easily.”

Another popular selection? Gun
metal finish. And for Townsend,
these options appeal to the masses.
“More people take an interest in a

beautiful finish
than gem accented
handles.” For those
shying away from
extreme but not
wanting to settle
for traditional, find
your style prefer-
ence and focus in
the finish. 

Eco-Lucious 
Even hotter than
having a fashion-
forward faucet is
the eco-friendly
faucet. But now
you don’t have to
choose one or the
other. Divas and
demonstrators see
eye-to-eye with the

latest water-conscious designs mak-
ing big waves in the market.

“A huge part of where designs are
headed is luxury with water saving
technology,” observes Townsend.
Look for a faucet that is WaterSense
certified. Partnering with the
Environmental Protection Agency,
this group awards eco-friendly faucet

fixtures with their seal of approval.
Reducing up to 1.5 gallons per
minute and using 30 percent less
water in the flow, LaPorte reassures
buyers that comfort isn’t compro-
mised. “It’s the technology in the
flow operator that makes the differ-
ence to reduce water output, not
adjusting the pressure.”

Start looking for the traditionally
public faucets to go private.
MacDonald’s team sees, “The trend
of touch-free faucets for the bath-
room save up to 70 percent more
water a year. Upscale showrooms
pair this technology with a modern
sink for a green option with savvy
style.”  

In today’s world of high pressures
and constant stresses, it’s the simple
details that restore the soul. As one
of the most-used rooms in a house,
giving attention to your bathroom
makes sense. Forget saving the spa
sensation and the decadent delights
for vacation: Opt for a faucet that
rivals any resort or five-star hotel.
Release your inner fancy, not just
water the next time you turn on your
faucet. ■

Ingenious Installation 
Art equals presentation. Designers bring this chic concept to
the bathroom with installation options for your sink's spout.

“Consumers now have choices in how they install their
faucets,” says Kohler Co. interior designer Eric Moore. Forget
the traditional one faucet with two handles coming out of the
sink. Today's options include mounts attached to the wall or
mirror, touch-free faucets without handles, and widespread
pieces that place handles a full eight inches from the spout for
a more substantial look. For the minimalist, opt for the single
control with one handle in short and tall versions. Your faucet
can jump out of the sink or lie low.

“People want flow and design,” says Moore. Today's installa-
tions add another element of style upgrade to the traditional
water closet.

NOW THAT THE WEATHER HAS HEATED UP,
IT IS TIME TO  HAVE YOUR NEW SYSTEM INSTALLED

OR HAVE YOUR CURRENT SYSTEM CHECKED.

PRE-SEASON CHECK & CLEAN SPECIAL!

$1000
WITH THIS COUPON ONLY

OFF

Turn Down The

Heat With A New...

563-242-4563
Quality Sales & Service Since 1977

✩ FREE ESTIMATES
✩ 24 HOUR SERVICE
✩ CALL TODAY

DON’T DELAY

Air Conditioner
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BY MICHELLE TAUTE
CTW Features

D
o-it-yourself TV shows can
make home improvement seem
like magic. A host shows up
with a few clever ideas, the
owners put in a little sweat

equity and a weekend later there’s a tantaliz-
ing “after” shot. It’s seductive enough to
make anyone want to start ripping down
walls. But in real life not every project goes
so smoothly.

“Homeowners can save themselves a lot
of aggravation by knowing when they’re in
over their heads,” says Jimmy Rocchetta,
vice president of marketing for Handyman
Connection. “Be realistic.” It’s easier said
than done, but he recommends thinking
about three key factors: time, tools and
talent. Do you have enough free time to
put up crown molding? Do you have the
tools to cut the wood? And the skills to

Home-improvement projects don’t
always go as planned. Here’s how
to figure out when to put down the
tools and call in a pro

DIY or
Don’t?
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make it all come together?
These are the kinds of questions

Adam Wealer might wish he’d spent a
little more time pondering. He’d origi-
nally planned to hire someone to re-
tile the bathroom in his family’s
Cincinnati home, but a flaky contrac-
tor drove him to handle the whole
thing himself. It was the biggest DIY
project Wealer had ever tried, and he
quickly ran into a few snags. The new
cement board wouldn’t fit, so he called
in a brother-in-law who started cutting
into the walls with a Sawzall. “That
terrified me,” he says. “I didn’t know
you could do that to your house.” 

It also took longer than expected –
spanning over three days where the
family had to put up plastic and take
baths. And since Wealer didn’t have
the right tool to cut L-shaped tiles, he
tried to make do with a drill bit. It was
awkward, and when the project was
finally done, the results were a bit
awkward, too. The top edge of the tile
no longer lines up with bathroom’s
wall tile, and Wealer dislikes looking
at this detail every time he takes a
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The coolest
way to get
comfortable.
Save up to 52% on your cooling costs with a
Carrier Infinity™ Air Conditioner—a exceptionally
reliable, ultra efficient system with non-ozone
depleting Puron® refrigerant.

563-259-1207

Curt Petersen, Owner
817 7th Ave., Camanche

Finishing Touches: Tie a room together with a few quick DIY moves – paint the walls, buy different

fabric for the lampshade, hang new curtain rods, refinish furniture or reupholster seat cushions.
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shower. “It isn’t something I would
ever want to do again,” he says. “I
think it’s worth it to pay someone to
do it right the first time.” 

Many folks DIY to save money, but
it’s important to consider what hap-
pens if things go awry. “In some cases,
people charge a lot for the labor,” says
Brian Hutto, vice president of Home
Depot Home Services Programs.

“You’ll find that you’ll save money
even if you do it twice.” For other
projects a screw-up can ruin more
than the item you were trying to
improve. If you install a new faucet in
a second floor bathroom, and it starts
to leak, you could be facing water
damage in the walls, floor and ceiling
below.

“Plumbing is always, always the

biggest damage causer,” says Pete
Ebner, who owns a Handyman
Connection franchise in Lexington,
Ky. He believes plumbing and electri-
cal projects are where homeowners get
into the most trouble, so unless you
have a lot of experience, they’re best
left to the pros. It’s also important to
consider safety and permitting issues.
Hutto says anyone who isn’t an elec-
trician takes a risk doing their own
electrical work, and depending on
where you live, you might need a per-
mit for something as simple as a new
front door.

Even when safety isn’t an issue, you
may find that your skills just don’t
produce professional results. Connie
Reece experienced this out when she
built an exterior gate for her home in
Lexington, Ky. “It was bad,” she says.
“Imagine just taking two pieces of
plastic lattice work and hanging it
onto a frame.” That heavy frame, con-
structed by two-by-fours, proved to be
the gate’s downfall. It caused the
whole thing to sag and drag and even-
tually pulled one of the posts out of
the ground. At that point, Reece
called in a pro to construct a function-

al gate. “It’s beautiful,” she says. “It
looks like the setting sun.”

There’s also an opportunity cost
swinging your own hammer. “Am I
really going to be done with this in
one Saturday?” Rocchetta says. “I’m
not going to give up all the weekends
in the month of February to re-tile the
bathroom.” To figure out a realistic
time frame, ask around among handy
friends or at the local hardware store.
Hutto also says it’s a good rule of
thumb to add 75 percent to the time
you think it’s going to take. 

If you’re new to home improve-
ment, you might want to start with a
beginner-friendly project. Rocchetta
recommends cosmetic work, such as
painting or changing out the knobs on
the kitchen cabinets. Even new switch
plate covers can perk up a room. And
as Hutto points out, you can sign
yourself up for a class or workshop to
get a taste for the work before making
a commitment. 

So is that next project a DIY or a
don’t?

“If you have any doubts in your
mind, you probably shouldn’t be doing
it,” Ebner says. ■
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Lower fuel costs and discover the warmth 
of efficient, renewable, alternative heat.

With many model to choose from, our superior
designs offer significant savings over gas, propane
and fuel oil furnaces, and they provide natural,
efficient and safe heat.

The Woodmaster

NAFTZGER CORN STOVES
Financing Available • Call Keith for Details: 309.738.6313 • Albany, IL

Quality Indoor & Outdoor Corn & Wood Furnances!

How to Make 
the Call
Not sure whether you can handle a project?
Here are some questions to consider before you
run out and buy the supplies.

Do you have all the tools?
If not, figure in the cost to rent or buy, and think
about whether you know how to use them.
Power tools can pose a safety issue when
they're not operated properly.

Are the instructions realistic?
Look at the steps and requirements with a bit of
skepticism. Technically, you might be able to
construct a wooden play set with a screwdriver,
but you may end up with a really sore hand.

Is it safe?
You want to dive in confidently, but first think
about what could go wrong. Electrical, plumbing
and work in high places – whether on a roof or
the top of a stepladder – can lead to trouble.

What happens if I make a mistake?
Mess up the paint, and it's easy to start over.
But use too big a drill bit for the peephole, and
you may end up buying a whole new door.

Will I really save money?
Some contractors and handymen offer free bids,
so it might be worth the comparison. Plus, it's a
good idea to add 15 percent to your own materi-
als estimate to account for the inevitable extras.

How much time will it take?
Things almost always take longer than planned.
Ask around among DIY friends and at the hard-
ware store. And be sure you're willing to invest
the required sweat equity.
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Stay in the home you’ve always loved  
with an elevator.

NU-TREND
ACCESSIBILITY SYSTEMS

“Let Us Lift You”
1808 34th Street • Moline, IL 61265 • 309-797-4647 • www.nutrendaccess.com

• Smooth ride
• Whisper quiet
• Luxurious value
• Wide range of

options & styles

––––––

Illinois Licensed

Natural Resources:

Harry Slatkin attrib-

utes his departure

from banking and

his jump into the

home-fragrance

industry to longtime

friend and noted

designer Vera Wang,

who pointed out his

untapped creativity.

SCENTS & SENSIBILITY
Harry Slatkin, the man behind the 
home-fragrance revolution, believes scent 
is the most powerful décor element – and 
the easiest way to redecorate a room

M E E T  T H E  D E S I G N E R

BY ROBERT SHAROFF
CTW Features

O
ver the last 17 years,
Harry Slatkin has carved
out a unique reputation
as the country’s leading
home-fragrance guru. 

“Scent helps you relax,” he
says. “It also creates different moods.
It can completely change the atmos-
phere of a party.”

In addition to scented candles, he
also creates and markets plug-ins,
which are devices that release scent
gradually throughout the day. 

Slatkin practices what he preaches.
“I have scent in my office, I have
scent everywhere I go,” he says. “I
also wear a personal scent that I cre-
ated called Black Fig and Absinthe
and spray myself with it every 20
minutes.” 

For years, Slatkin’s candles –
including his Bamboo and Jasmine-
infused creation – were mainstays at
high-end stores such as Saks Fifth
Avenue, Barneys New York and
Neiman Marcus.

He also pioneered the market for
celebrity home fragrances starting
with a best-selling scented candle he
created in association with pop star
Elton John.

Currently, he oversees product
development for Limited Brands
home collections at Bath & Body
Works, White Barn Candle Co. and
Henri Bendel. 

HOMESTYLE: What are you
smelling at this exact moment? 

HARRY SLATKIN: Right now, I’m in my
office and I’m burning my newest

Dan Hallman, Dan Hallman Photography



candle, which has a pineapple orchid
scent. I have seven candles on my
desk and I rotate between them
depending on how I feel on a given
day. 

HS: How do you feel today?
SLATKIN: I’m ready for summer! I

want freshness and cleanliness, and
pineapple orchid evokes those feel-
ings in me.

HS: How personal is scent?
SLATKIN: It’s very personal. There’s

no correct scent for a room or
house. It’s what you like. I think of it
as a way of looking into a person’s
soul.

HS: Are there fragrances that just
about everyone loves?

SLATKIN: The obvious ones are
fruit and floral scents. Everybody
does those. When I do them, how-
ever, I try to add a note of mystery
or complexity by introducing some
contrasting notes.

HS: How many scents do you cre-
ate a year?

SLATKIN: Typically six to eight per
season. Some are variations on
existing candles, some are com-
pletely new. Basically, when I’m cre-
ating a candle, I think of it almost
as a movie. It’s going to burn for
three or four hours and create its
own unique ambience. I want it to
have twists and turns and, hopefully,
an exciting ending.

HS: Any fragrances you can’t
abide?

SLATKIN: I can’t be near gardenia
or tuberose. They give me
headaches. Whenever I go to the
opera or the ballet, I always seem to
get stuck behind some lady who has
doused herself with gardenia. If I go
to somebody’s house and they’re

burning a gardenia candle, I always
blow it out.

HS: You’re known for creating
celebrity candles for clients such as
Elton John, Madonna and Sarah
Ferguson, the Duchess of York. How
does that process work?

SLATKIN: My first celebrity scented
candle was for Elton John and it
began when he came into my store
one day – this was eight or nine
years ago – and bought $38,000
worth of scented candles. We
became friends after that and he
later invited my wife and I to his
50th birthday party. We decided to
create a special scented candle for

him as a birthday gift. Elton has the
most amazing garden at his house
outside of London. Basically, it’s all
white flowers. He literally went into
the garden, picked the flowers he
liked and gave them to me. Then we
did a whole series of formulations
and went back and forth on them for
a while. The whole process took
about six months.

HS: How did you get started as a
fragrance guru?

SLATKIN: Vera Wang had a lot to do
with it. I started off as an investment
banker at Bear Stearns back in the
1980s. At Bear, I had a friend named
Arthur Becker, who was engaged to
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• Plumbing
• Cooling
• Heating
• Geo Thermal

563-242-0022 • 716 So. 2nd St., Clinton, IA
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See us for all your remodel
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in your home and business.
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Vera. They’re now married. This was
before Vera launched her bridal com-
pany. Back then, she was an acces-
sories designer for Ralph Lauren.
Anyway, we all went out to dinner
one night and, at the end of the
evening, Vera said, “You know, bank-
ing seems right for Arthur but not
for you. You’re more of a creative
type.” And I realized she was right. I
was bored by banking. 

HS: So what did you do?

SLATKIN: My brother is an
interior designer. Back then,
he liked to give scented can-
dles as gifts to his society
lady clients. In fact, he had
started a small company to
make the candles. He was
too busy to do much with the
company, however, so I per-
suaded him to let me run it.
Starting your own business is
hard. There wasn’t much

money in the beginning.
But I immediately liked
it better than banking. 

HS: How has the business
changed over the years?

SLATKIN: When I started, the mar-
ket for home fragrances was pretty
undeveloped. Basically, you had
Rigaud candles at the top end and
those little fir tree air fresheners you
see hanging from rearview mirrors at
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HOME FURNISHING AND ACCESSORIES

HUGE DISCOUNTS
GREAT PRICES!

SAVE UP TO

10-50%
off

Home, Office Entertainment,
Bookcases, Upholstery  and more.

DELIVERY AVAILABLE

• Ashley
• Hickory Hill
• Riverside

• King Koil
• Millenium

E n j o y  S u b s t a n t i a l
S a v i n g s  a n d  N o

I n t e r e s t  F i n a n c i n g .

Mon. 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. • Tues. thru Fri. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.     Closed Sunday

108 N. 2nd Street, Clinton • (563) 242-5287

MasterCard, Visa, Discover • River City Gold Accepted

EVERYTHING AT
GREAT PRICES.

90 days same
as

cash

Variety is the spice of life: Harry Slatkin suggests pairing

particular scents with different rooms in the home to keep

visiting noses alert. From the new pineapple orchid can-

dles at Bath & Body Works, to Slatkin & Co.’s popular

Scentport and its signature scents like Twigs, Caramel

Crème and Coconut Rice.Images courtesy of Slatkin & Co.



the bottom end. There was almost
nothing in between. Today, the busi-
ness is a lot more sophisticated. 

HS: How does scent relate to home
decorating? Do certain scents go with
certain styles of décor?

SLATKIN: I think fragrance is décor.
It’s the easiest, most inexpensive
way to change the ambience of a
room. For humans, the keenest
sense is the sense of smell. When
you walk into a room, the first thing
that hits you is the scent. 

HS: Should a house have more
than one scent?

SLATKIN: Absolutely. The reason is
your nose adjusts to scent over time
and gradually you stop smelling it.
But if you have different scents in
different rooms, your nose gets
refreshed. It’s like pushing the reset
button. 

HS: How do you know if you’ve
overdone it? 

SLATKIN: Watch your friends’ faces
when they enter a room. If they mop
their brows or start to look dizzy,
you know there’s a problem. ■

The Fireplace Shop, Etc.
248 Main Avenue, Clinton • 563-242-3232

OPEN: Mon. 9:30-8; Tues., Thurs. & Fri. 9:30-5:30; Sat. 9:30-2; Closed Wed. & Sun.

Discover the comfort of a Mendota fire.
•Mendota fireplaces are custom-built in limited numbers by Johnson Gas- a

company with over 100 years experience in gas technology
•Mendota luxury fireplaces won “Best of Show” at the National Hearth Products Expo
•Mendota fireplaces are built for the thoughtful owner who is interested in quality,

craftsmanship and performance... the owner who wants a truly distinctive fireplace to
share with family and friends
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•PC Banking
•Online E-Statements
•Phone Bank
•Numerous ATM 
Locations

Traditional Hometown Banking... Since 1865
Andover

563-682-7121
Camanche

563-259-8371
Clinton

563-243-1243
Delmar

563-674-4338
Miles

563-682-7777
Preston

563-689-5291
Sabula

563-687-2551

www.clintonnational.com

CLINTON
NATIONAL
BANK
Member F.D.I.C.
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Matchmaker, Matchmaker

F
ollow solid advice when
choosing floor, wall and
decorative tiles – choos-
ing based on just color
or size can lead to extra

work and extra headaches.
London-based interior designer

Morwenna Brett offers five tips for
determining which tiles are suit-
able for your intended use in her
latest book, “The Home
Decorator's Tile Bible: A Complete
Guide to Using and Choosing
Tiles” (Firefly Books, 2008).

1) Floor tiles are designed to be
strong and endure the wear and
tear of people walking on them. As
you might expect, floor tiles are
thicker than other tiles and will
withstand heavier loads.

2) Wall tiles are usually not
strong enough to be walked on.
Although you can often use a
floor tile on the wall, the oppo-
site doesn't apply.

3) Floor tiles can be used on
walls, but because they are much
harder than wall tiles, problems
may arise when drilling through
them or cutting them to fit
around pipework, basins or win-
dows.

4) Bathroom floor tiles and
tiles used in wet areas such as
swimming pools and shower
stalls need to be nonslip. The
wrong choice of tile would be
very dangerous here. You need
either a rough, less-polished sur-
face, or a small format, like
mosaic, where the grout lines
and edges give grip.

5) If you live in an area of the
world with frost condition, out-
door tiles must be nonabsorbent
so they don't take in water, which
can expand and damage the tile
when it freezes. Sunrooms also
need tiles that can withstand
freezing and thawing. This type
of tile is called vitreous or imper-
vious: Porcelain is a good exam-
ple, along with some stones and
slates. ■

Tile choice depends on room, use and even geography.
Here’s what you should know before you buy
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•Unparalleled Images   •Lower Radiation Dosage

(563) 243-2511 • 915 13th Avenue North, Clinton • www.maclinton.com

Catch plaque problems sooner. Get your calcium
scoring done at an introductory price.

Assess your risk...Catch plaque problems sooner.

MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
“Providing comprehensive care with a commitment to you”

PRESCRIPTION  REFILL  LINE  MON-FRI  8  TO  5: 243-1644 • DAY OR NIGHT CALL: 243-2511

MAIN CAMPUS MEDICAL ASSOCIATES MULTISPECIALTY GROUP PRACTICE
915 13TH AVE. N., CLINTON, IA 52732 • (563) 243-2511

FULTON FAMILY HEALTH CLINIC
• FAMILY PRACTICE

1705 16TH AVE., FULTON, IL 61252 
(815) 589-2121

DEWITT FAMILY HEALTH CARE
• FAMILY PRACTICE • OB/GYN

1021 11TH ST., DEWITT, IA 52742
(563) 659-9294

MORRISON FAMILY HEALTH CARE
• FAMILY PRACTICE • OPHTHALMOLOGY

635 E. LINCOLNWAY, MORRISON, IL
61270 • (815) 772-7491

841 Springdale Dr., Clinton

(563) 244-9955

915 13th Ave. North, Clinton
(563) 243-2511

www.maclinton.com
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915 13th Ave. N., Clinton

Cardiology 
Diagnostic Testing

Echocardiography
• Stress Echo & 

Testing
• Carotid 

Ultrasound
• Transesophogeal 

Echo (TEE)
Nuclear Imaging
Vascular Testing
Other Cardiology 
Testing

• Arrhythmia Event 
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• Calcium Scoring
• CT Angiogram
• Electrocardiogram 

(EKG)
• Holter Monitoring
• Impedance 

Cardiography 
(ICG)

• Pacemaker 
Monitoring

• Tilt-Table Testing

Skin & Laser 
C E N T E R

Located in Medical Associates — Clinton, Iowa

563.519.1865    malaser.com
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• Audiology
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• MRI
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• Ultrasound
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Medical Associates...
Comprehensive Services for all your healthcare needs.




